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Objective

- Provide IEEE 802 input into IEEE-SA engagements with ITU
- Receive updates on IEEE-SA engagements with ITU
- Do not interfere with existing technical liaisons to ITU-T (e.g., in 802.1, 802.3)
- Do not interfere with existing regulatory liaisons with ITU-R (e.g., in 802.18)
The subgroup is responsible for assisting the Sponsor (e.g., drafting all or a portion of a document, drafting responses to comments, drafting public statements on standards, or other purely advisory functions).
July meeting plan

- Wednesday, July 15th, 4-6 pm
- Update on IEEE-SA BOG activities with ITU
- Review outcome of past meetings
  - ITU-R RAG – May 2020
  - ITU-D TDAG – June 2020
  - ITU Council – June 2020 virtual consultation
- Review future meetings
  - ITU-T TSAG – Sept 2020
  - ITU GSR – Sept 2020
  - ITU WSIS+15 – Sept 2020
  - ITU-T WTSA – Nov 2020 (or Feb 2021)